TESTIMONIES (Geocrom Method)
Over time, some patients, students and professional therapists have shared in
writing a note, opinion or recognition about the effects of the Geocrom method;
whether they are therapists or not, they have all received several sessions of
Geocrom Therapy, and many have embarked on a path of awareness and deep
self-exploration. Others have formed and have also received the feedback of
their patients. From the Geocrom Institute we share the comments of some
witnesses:

· For me the Geocrom Method has been a therapy as subtle as powerful, that
has put me directly in contact with my being, my essence, and it is allowing me
to develop it in all its amplitude.
ANA ARMENGOL, patient, Terrassa, Barcelona

· Receiving the Geocrom codes in my body meant understanding the will of my
soul, mental peace at last, balance, but above all a great self-knowledge and
much greater strength for my path of evolution as a human being. I am very
grateful to have found this great healing tool. It is so amazing.
ANTONIO CASAS TORREVIEJA, patient at a distance, Madrid

· In my search for a new path in life and a more conscious way of living, I came
to Geocrom and Habitat Medicine. The Geocrom therapy has accompanied me
in a stage of deep transition, with much 'letting go' of old patterns and
behaviours. It has helped me not to feel lost, it has comforted me in low
moments and it has facilitated the connection with my Being, my intuition and
my purpose, approaching the spiritual dimension that my soul longed for.
Training in Habitat Medicine allowed me to approach spaces in a different way,
with senses I did not know... I was able to personally experience its tangible
benefits: the lightness in the environment, the fluidity in relationships and the
disappearance of tension, the improvement at rest, the activation of a
workspace and projects... Now I have a very powerful energy harmonization
tool that I can put into service, and that helps me in my purpose of contributing
to a healthier way of living and to be more respectful with the environment, more
conscious. Thanks Marta for sharing with such passion and energy. I am
eternally grateful to the Geocrom system, and to you.
CRISTINA COSTA, student and patient, Barcelona

· Many are the tools sought and found in my long path of healing. But recently,
at a desperate moment, it was when I had my first connection with the
Geocrom, and it was shocking to perceive its my Being and on my feelings.
Recently I received the codes third session, and this time it has even been more
direct to my Being. It has been like feeling totally nude, but protected while

experiencing a great liberation. Suddenly things had a reason, and those that
didn’t were understood, accepted and integrated. With the Geocrom method I
feel myself before a big world, but without feeling myself small but rather the
protagonist. It has been a discovery and a tool capable of reaching every corner
of my soul.
MARIA JOSEFA PARDO TATAY, patient at a distance, Valencia

· Discovering Geocrom has been a great gift. After years using almost
exclusively the left hemisphere, in recent years I have entered another phase, in
which I try to awaken the right. Discovering Geocrom was for me learning unite
the two worlds. I remember the first time I took encoded Fisterra essences. I
was trying to set limits to my children, and I got a "coarse" that I will remember
all my life. It came out of the depths of my soul, with a depth and strength that
neither I nor my children had ever felt. I have also received very rewarding
comments and experiences from people to whom I these essences. They have
a special strength and they do a very important inner work. To finish, I have also
experienced the Geocrom method in the spaces. I remember the case of a
woman who told me that her husband, although he was a priori very critical of
these things, noticed its effects in the house, and it was he who asked her to
use this therapy again. Thanks Marta and thanks Geocrom!
GLÒRIA VILALTA, therapist, Barcelona

· At a time when the light of my soul was fading and, for me, life had lost
meaning, receiving the codes meant recovering that lost light and reconnecting
with the purpose of my life. Knowing Geocrom Therapy was like finding your
way back home. It woke up in me the joy of those who return to their home after
a long time away, and that gave me the serenity and tranquillity that you only
have when you are surrounded by your family...
MIGUEL ÁNGEL DE PAZ, patient and therapist, Valladolid

· Receiving Geocrom Therapy on me means going down into the depths of my
heart, where each archetype accompanies me with its light, its colour and its
form, showing me the darkness of fear and insecurity. Darkness that when I see
and recognize, dissolve uncovering a rainbow of possibilities ... possibilities that
expand, giving shine to life. The Geocrom method awakens in me a way of life...
which is living from the heart, where I listen to my soul. Gratitude is what I feel
towards Geocrom Therapy, because I am sure it actually chooses us. Thanks
Marta, because you are always pushing us to continue studying this beautiful
tool, which grows every day, nourishing the passion in the consultations.
Thanks Marta, with you I have seen the humility, the tenderness and the truth.
CRISTINA LÓPEZ, therapist, Pontevedra, Galicia
Receiving the Geocrom codes as personal therapy has helped me to deepen
my self-knowledge, to be more aware of my lights and shadows, and giving me
more clarity about what I need to evolve in my daily life. It has given me inner

strength to face the obstacles and it awakened in me the equanimity, serenity,
compassion and deep understanding, aspects that I continue to work with. The
essences and Geocrom codified oils, have acted with delicacy as remedies in
difficult moments of emotional breakdown, physical pain and imbalance,
contributing with high efficiency to my recovery, release and self-regulation.
Being sensitive of the surroundings at an energetic level, I decided to take the
course of Medicine of the Habitat with Marta. It has been a great opportunity to
learn, deepen, understand and feel how the energies of the environment,
iconography, colours, shapes and light affect us as human beings, and how our
psychic energies affect spaces that we inhabit; and to experience the
harmonization process in my house with the application of some of the
Geocrom filters and diffusers. Thanks Marta for bringing us the Geocrom
Therapy and for your great vision and contribution to health and human
evolution.
OLGA PLANET, patient, Barcelona

· The contact with the Geocrom System was a before and after in my career.
You could define it as a great catalyst for change. the circumstances of my life
began to take another course because the Geocrom archetypes came into my
life. What was my surprise to see that the effect was not only for me, but also
extended to my whole relational field. In my life there are still experiences of all
kinds, and Geocrom Therapy always brings me lucidity, strength,
understanding, and the necessary focus to continue learning and evolving.
LAURA COMPAINS VÁZQUEZ, therapist, Pamplona

· In 2008 I met Marta Povo in one of her Habitat Medicine courses. For me it
marked a before and after the coming into contact with the Geocrom System:
Geometry and Colour as healing elements began to put order in my life. First,
through space, from home, and after receiving several sessions with Marta as a
personal therapy, and experiencing the changes that occurred in me, I decided
a year and a half later to become a Geocrom therapist. Since then, I have not
ceased to verify the great tool that the Geocrom System supposes in order to
facilitate the human being's encounter with his Purpose. Often in a subtle way,
without great catharsis, it leads us gently but in a deep and unstoppable way to
the discovery of new paths, even to the encounter of other tools, that finally
place us in where we can give our best version. The experience lived with Marta
in September 2011 during the road to Santiago opened even more new and
enormous possibilities of the Geocrom system through the coding of seawater.
An honour, a privilege and a blessing to have participated in that magical
encounter that marked a before and after in my mission as a therapist.
ESTHER BELTRÁN FERNANDEZ, therapist, Rubí, Barcelona.

· A day came when I did not care; I searched the internet for Marta Povo and
Geocrom. Although I had no references from anyone, I decided to try my luck.
And I can only say that it is the best thing that has happened to me in my life.

For me, the Geocrom method codes have made me see life in another way and
understand the will of my soul, to be at peace with myself, and feel myself with
great strength and great knowledge. I thank Marta for the great help I received
with her healing tool. Many therapies I have tried and after two months I have
abandoned them. But Geocrom Therapy feels as it does not cure me
superficially, but in the depth that my being needs.
YOLANDA VENDRELL VALL, patient, Sant Celoni

· Receiving the Geocrom codes helped me recognize facets of myself that I was
not aware of. I left each session with more joy, more security and above all with
Peace ... if you have ever tried it, it is not easy to explain. Also their elixirs,
Geocrom and Fisterra essences are of great help in situations such as losses,
mourning ,etc. and to find the balance that I was always looking for.
VICENTA ROMERO, patient, Barcelona

· Although I have received healings with the Geocrom filters for a long time and I
have been able to verify their physical, emotional and spiritual benefits, I want to
highlight on this occasion the unparalleled help that these archetypes suppose
for the health of our homes. For me it is a unique tool to clean and harmonize
our homes, as well as provide prosperity, peace, healing, protection and
everything we need to take care of our environment. I have been able to verify it
in my own home (everyone that comes usually perceives that great harmony)
and in many other homes.
AINA CANET, patient, Valencia

· As an architect, the search for 'something more' in the study of the Habitat led
me to Barcelona to take a course in Habitat Medicine. There I discovered
Geocrom Therapy, as a personal therapy and also to harmonize spaces; and
then the door was opened to a new dimension, another understanding opened
up, because I was awakened by the need to deepen and form myself with Marta
extensively. These years of training and experimentation have been a great gift
for my soul. Still today, every time I experience how these Geocrom archetypes
begin to 'order' everything so that the soul vibrates in total freedom ... it seems
almost magical! Thanks Marta for your great job!
MIRIAN APALATEGUI, patient and therapist, San Sebastián

· Receiving Geocrom codes for years has changed my life for the better. Now I
have more knowledge of myself, I have learned what my values, my talents, my
qualities and my defects are, to be more authentic and above all I have learned
to love myself. Geocrom has also led me to find tools to consume less energy,
with which I have learned to heal myself by finally accepting the changes and
understanding the why of things. I have learned intensely to forgive, to love and
to value people for their actions. Now I know what friendship is. I can only say

that I have much more inner peace and that I am happier at 84 than at other
times. Thanks Marta...
CONXITA FORNT, patient, Barcelona

· My practice with Geocrom and its archetypes has given me the possibility of a
deeper knowledge about myself. It has given me an effective tool to discover
the geometric figure on which to reconstruct something according to myself and
to the environment. To discover and develop the Platonic solids on which to
sustain the evolution of my being and give quality to my life. In a simple way, it
has given me a solid criteria of where and how to direct each of the decisions
and actions that I make in my daily life.
VANESA OSTARIZ, patient, Barcelona

·I want to express my admiration for your work, Marta, and your tenacity to
continue with the Geocrom project. If people understood your message in
depth, the room where we met in Madrid would have been so full that there
would not have been space for a pin. As you explained to me, what happens to
you is what happens to every 'visionary' and pioneer ... humanity is so asleep
that it takes time to accept new ideas. With your second Geocrom therapy there
were also changes, such as a notorious boost of bodily energy and mental
clarity that made me feel like a 20-year-old girl, hidden in this 81-year-old body.
There was also a change in my brain but I can’t define what happened. During
the first days several times I felt very subtle changes to the right of the right
hemisphere as if 'someone' were moving pieces of chess. As I understood what
was happening to me, I thanked the 'kind surgeon' that was adjusting some
'screws' that were perhaps loose. I had more processes, opening of one nostril
and ultimately the third eye opening simultaneously with the heart. And of
course all that I attributed to this special Geocrom Healing, because there was
no other impulse those days...
NOEMI BAZAN, patient, New York

· Marta, after leaving a session with you, I wrote something in my diary; today I
share it with you. It is difficult to put into words what I experienced in your
therapeutic centre. Your welcome, your smile, your delivery, listening, watching
carefully and without judgment; answering the questions of my soul, sometimes,
without even having formulated them. Then, on the stretcher, closing your eyes
to receive your application of the Geocrom figures, when approaching you, you
could perceive how a semicircle of different tonalities of light and colour
(showing itself later in movement) opened up beings of light that accompanied
the healing process. They were different symbols or archetypes, like a white
buddha or a white cougar, as enhancing the process that was taking place.
Confirming later the feeling of security, confidence, motivation and renewed
energy, which in my case I needed. Thanks, Marta, thank you.
CRISTINA CAMPOS, patient and therapist, Barcelona

I give my heartfelt thanks to all the witnesses who have contributed their sincere
words of recognition regarding the Geocrom.
All the people who wish it, and have had a therapeutic experience with the
Geocrom (1994-2018), can write to instituto@geocrom.com, sending their
testimony and asking to be published (clarify your name and city well). For us it
will be an honour to leave a record of your feelings...

